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3) ABSTRACT



Tate to @ renevel proposal for the rainforest project vbich covers

?ovo major areas of work. Part one concerns doctmentation of the recovery

of vegetation in the area vhich vas previously irradiated with 137os, In

?this part ve will propose to continue mapping the new vegetation as it

?appears, to continue the biological productivity measurements, and to

contimie guch iniices of recovery as leaf area index meaguremente and

optical density neasurenents. Other studies to be carried out inclule

?the continuation of photographic reconis in the area, the initiation of

optical spectral measurements, the initiation of nev species diversity

measurements ani the continuation of measuresents on nev shoote fron old

?trees.

Part. two emphasizes contimuation and amplification of the mineral

cycling objectives of the project and inclutes proposals for further vork

4m fallout redionuclide distribution, and biological residence tine neasure-

ments Viiich inclutes the use of tritiatea water to atudy the flov of water

4m soils and plants, These as well as other stulles are designed to provide

8 relatively complete picture of minerel cycling processes in the? tropical

econysten including rates and quantities of mineral flov in these cycles

 

and the measurement of enounts ani rates of input and escape from these cycles.

Other phases of the proposal provide for the contimuation of soll

conteninstion experinents, for metabolisa measurements and for contima-



?thon of EL Verde field station including the recording of certain selected

weather vartanlet
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4) SoDRRPTPrC BACKGROUND

?The Rainforest Project? has been in effect since 1963, In the first

?three years of the project @ section of the lower montain rainforest in

?the Tugutllo mountains of Eastern Puerto Rico vas irradiated with 10,000

curtes of 137cs for a three month period. The irradiation of the forest

wes preceeded ty about one year of general ecological survey atudies of the

Plante and animals of the area ani vas folloved up after the irradiation

with simtlar studies vhere relevant in onler to measure radiation effects.

Many of these studies were carried out by visiting investigators from other

Anstitutions who cane to Puerto Rico to contribute to the project within

?the area of their own spectalti

 

This phase of the vork is at present

?being organized into a volume entitled A Tropical Rainforest by H.1. Odum

former @trector of the project.



?The important results of this work are two fold. Firstly, the damaging

effects of gama raiintion on « tropical ecosystem have been directly observed

and will serve as a tropical basis for comparisons with other sintlar stulies

im temperate dones vhich have been carried by ABD ant should provide an

objective basis for the prediction of effects of other types of raitation

?exposures vhich may occur in the tropics. Secondly an extraordinarily

extensive ecological surrey of the enviroment of EastemRierto Rico involy-

Ang TO or more scientific spactalties has been accomplished, ?This survey

is simtlar in approsch and scope to that denonatrated in the volume edited

Wy Wiiimoveky and Wolfo* and denonstrates again the efficacy of thie method

in obtaining enviromental data.

* Wilimovely N.J. ed., Wolfe, J.N. assoc. ed, Baviroment of the Cape Thompson

Region, Aleska. ?UGABE Div. Tech, Int. (2ME-i81) 1965, 1050 pp.
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Ta the present project the ecological surveys are uo longer an

tmportant objective. Tt is intended rather to select certain restricted

stuly areas which vere shomn to be potentially productive in the previous

surveys for intensive work, ?vo areas of maJor ?aportance which have been

selected are the stuty and documentation of the recovery and succession

tn the trvedtated area, and the stuly of mineral oyeling in the tropical

foreat



 

These fom: the mJor basis for this proposal and are dtecussed

more fully in the Scientific Scope section.

�
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5) SCIRVTIFIC SCOPE, WORK PHASES

Introduction

The ABC rein forest project 1s» etuly of irradiation effects, and

Mineral cycling in e section of lover montane rain forest located at 1500

fect elevation on HL Yunque mountain of Eastom Puerto Rico, The originally

stated objectives of the project were:

(2) e measure the effects of irradiation, direct and indirect,

on the ecological yster and ite components.

(2) 1 determine the quantitative nature of the biogeochemical

cycles vithin the forest through tracer and fallout studies 60 thet move-

 

ents and fates of radionuclides may be predicted in rain fore!



 

(3) To determine the general structure and processes of the rain

forest eysten as part of the general quest for principles vnich will pemit

?an understanding of radiation effects ant isctopie movements in this and

other ecological ayatens.

These objectives contime to be the central notivation for the Project.

?The experinentel eaphasis hovever shifte es denandod by cirematence, ?The

present proposal for example 1s strongly orfented tovards cbeervations leaAing

to the complete description of the recovery of the forest aysten with only

inor effort directed to contimied danaging effects, The specific objective

Of these studies 19 to determine vhether the recovery te related to the

source of damage. Thus many of the proposed atudies include observations on

�
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other plots in the rainforest vhich have sustained danage from other sources

?then radiation.

?The recovery of the irradiated center will uoubtedly require many

decades, It is anticipated hovever that the intensive recovery stuiles

say be coupleted in a relatively short tine. In a matter of only two or

three years we expect to be able to show the extent to which the recovery



of the sradiated center reseubles recovery eleevhere in the forest. There

after the recovery stulies vill decline vith regan to overall project effort

with perhaps only annual ovbtanmal neagurenente of selected iniices being

required. Correspontingly the staff will be ineresaingly available for

 

other projects, sane of vhich are presented for preliminary discussion in

?this proposal.

?The mineral cycling aspects of the Project axe expected to tnaresse,

Extensive new Inboretory space in the PREC building hes been tentatively

adcouted to the Project contingent ugon conatiuetion of @ nev building

wing, ?Thus at about the ase tine that recovery studies begin to decline

?the project vill be in e position to propose a fully diversified end exten-

sive progran in mineral cycling,

The present proposel is written in tvo major sections covering the

recovery apd succession studies, an the mineral cycling atuites. In

addition these are several proposals for relatively minor effort in other

areas, The:

 



do not necessarily imply that the subject areas are of minor

Amportance but only that with present staffing vo are unable to make well

developed proposals.

�
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4a an example we propose only to naintain contimity in the sccumiation

of weather reconls vile fully realising thet there 1s stong potential for

Righly relevant micronetocrological research in the forest, The extatence

on aite of @ fincttontl weather station, and of « giant cylinder, and recent

successful efforts in the use of tritiated water in the forest coabine to

sake sn unparalleled opportunity for syatenatic research in gaseous diffusion

for exemple.

Other ideas are presented at various points in the proposal to serve

as a basis for future discussions of Project activities, The apecific

?fuming proposal for the next fiscal year is given in the folloving pages.

�
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?ROOLOGICAL SIUDIES: RECOVERY AND SUCCESSTON 1 THE

IRRIDIATED ARGA; GRURAL BOOLOGY; WEATHER RECORDS

Recovery ani Succession

Radiation center map. The radiation center has been at out £n 900

Amiividual 1 meter square grids for the purpose of mapping the individual



Plants ae they energe in the radiation center. One survey was completed

4m 1966 and we will continue to make one auch detailed map cach year ao

that a record of the rate of change of populations in the irradiated center

ean be obtained. ?The map to be made in September of 1967 will. show al

Plante then existing in each grid by epecies. Comparisons with thet made

in the previous year will shov changes viich have taken place during the

interval.

Het productivity calculation. The survey of the radiation center grid

YELL algo include the taking of ston diaxeters, tree hetghte, and in the

case of grassy planta areas of coverage. Since ve have already shovn that

theoe date axe reasonably well correlated with the iniividual biomasses of

the plants, wo will use then to calculate the total net Diologicel production

tn the ratiation center, Date for thts calculation are already avatleble

for 1966 end another identical survey and caloulation will be made in 1967.

?The PRIC computer 18 not alequate for this task and the services

section of the budget vill refiect coste for programing end computer tine

to complete the calculations,

Comparison of radiation recovery vith thet fron other types of.  Beveral

?areas on EL Yunque mountain have oustained catastrophic danage fren various

�
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sources. ?These inclute the irradiated center, the cut center vhich vas

?estsbiished ao a control for the irradiation experinent, and several areas

Witch vere denaged ty herbicides as part of auother project. veny of the

herbicides aress are in the approxinate sane stage of recovery as the

Arradiation center, The Project vill make two surveys of an herbicide

dmmaged aren ani the cut center for the purpose of comering the recovery

land succession in these areas vith thet of the radfution demged area. The

surveys vill cotatst of several optical density transects end several leaf

aren index transects of the damaged areas. Both measurement series vill

teke place at six nonth intervale atarting in September of 1967.

Both types of transects are taken on & line runing fron unlanaged

forest through the area of maximum dennge ?ani contime to the undamaged

forest on the opposite aide. ?the data obtained yield curves hich ?are

fn Antex of the micunt of vegetation {n the ares. ?The change in the curves

arough tint are related to the rate of regeneration of the damaged areas,

Transects of the type described vill also be mun in the ratieted center in

fn identical mamer. The date obtained vill enable us to daternine vhether

?the rato or character of the recomny in the {rradtated area is in any vay

?unique or different due to the fact that the original source of dieage ves

vediation rather than chentcals or mechanical clearing.

?At the tine that the data are collected in the areas of mchanicel

and chemical damage series of color photographs vill also be taken of each



aren to provide © visual record of the recovexy. These photca will be used

?long with the nore extensive record taken tn the radiation center to give

4 visual comparison series for recovery from various types of damage.

�
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hotogrepic Records. The project has sccumlated a series of color slides

of the radiation center vhich vere taken monthly from the walk up tower in

?the glant cylinier site, Thte series provides « useful recor of the further

changes which take place tn the radiation center. We wili expose st least

20 franca of 35 mm Eoktachrone monthly from the wallsup tover to show the

changes vhich contime to occur in the irradiated center.

?The project nov has a tover erected in the radiation center at the

dorter line of radiation damage. This tover provides an excellent plat-

form for vieving the succession of nev plante in the are

 

A nonthiy series

of both color ani black and vhite photos will be taken tram the tover to

show the rapid changes viich are taking place in nev grovth.

A monthly series of color and black and white photos vill be taken

of the radiation center fran ground level to provide another perspective

in the recovery.



Another series of serial photographs of the radiation center will be

?taken during the sumer of 1967.

Lest Age Boperimente, Bridence tron tracer experinente, fron the recent

injection of Chinese dobria, and fron leaf scrapping expertnente indicates

that tropical forest leaves are efficient collectors of radicmclides by

surface interception fron air or rein, Hological half Life measurements

4m the EL Verte forest show long miclide reoience tines. Data collected

?from leaf fell collection stations hovever ?ply that leaf ages in this

forest might bo relatively short, It i» not possible to reconcile these

?two points of view. We therefore need a dizect messure of leat age in this

forest in ordar to gain insight into the mechanien of radtomclide retention,

�
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Saver) tundred leaves Zoos tree species vich eon be reachsd Zrom

project walk up tovor will be tegsed with light aluntiom tage exeund the

pettols,- The tage will counted binoxthly unti

 

a religble neasure of age

bea bosn obteined,

?he radiation center muy ett be dying back dra radiation dauge



?ewer 40 48 nob possible to observe this intomally axy longer because

?hs Clebsck if it exists is extrasely elev, Since the nev vedlation cent

 

 

ower hes been placed at the current tonder of vadietion danage ve exe able

te mike objective measures:

 

OF canopy recession. ?These measurements «42

?He nue Wy tagging individu leaves rex each of severed species viteh

cen be reached fron the tower ant cousting at bixontily tatervels Zor at

Least one year, Cosparisen of Ste oft curves with those Obte?n ic Ses the

WIE wp tover Will give an objective measure of further emoyy & cbeck If

1 et

 

?Tho Leef age maasurexonts ere of inportance not only ta the Si Vente

Forest but tn others as well. 1



 

4s of pextieular interest to essinste

tts qumtity in the Eifin forest atop HL tungue because of the Leu

SSuunss of fallout xationelide present im the vegetation there, As 2

of the general leat age project we vi2L tag in excess of 200S2ceves cx each,

of 5 dcatnant tree species in this forest and vill cheere thes bixostidy watt]

a mulizdio die off curve has tech obtained,

Stacies Giverstty ?dex. Species Atversity ie presently in a repid period

Of chenge in the raiation center end the out center. Initielly the axa

?were invaded by only one species whtle presently both areas have several

 

wyecies of plants. It ts of bustc ecologies) interest end of spectfic
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Interest to the raltetion recowezy progran to inot the pattern of diversity

change through tine. The rate of change data vhen obtained will be of value



tn determining the rationshtp betveen the achievenent of full forest

Atveraity ant full forest maturity, and vill provide « test of the hypothesta

that diversity nay be achieved considerably in advance of final maturity.

These curves will also be of value in compariaon with the cument mesures

Of net production since current energy budge: theory would predict that

energy epent in diversification would not be available for bionage

production,

Tee curves will also have a considerable empiricsl value in comparing

?the recovery of the trradiated area with the cut area and shoula help in

Providing @ basis for determining whether the character of recovery ts in

fay way influenced by the original source of denage when such damge occurs

fas an essentially single catastrophic event.

Jn the area between 10 and 15 motere from the old source position

4m the radiation center we vill obtain « atversity intex by counting the

number of apectes encountered per 1000 individuals, in a ctrowlar maner

rout the center, Tots vill be done at 6 nonth intervals subject to modt-

fication according to rate of change observed until a reliable diveratty

Anereae function has been obtained, ?the procedure as described will also

be carried out in an identionl mazner in the cut canter.

Sprouts. An important factor in the regeneration of the radiation center te

?sprouting fron the base of old apparently dead trees. We have already verified

Yant in a lange percentage of cases the points of sprouting occur in positions



?which had line of sight protection from the radiation source, his indicates

�
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?that even though the nein stems of trees were Killed by the irrailation,

?local shielding of the predominantly gurface roots in this forest may have

been an inportant survival factor.

Beiating basal sprouts in the redtation center vill be tagged and the

center will be survayed at 6 nonth intervals for the occurrence of nev

sprouts. These aproute vill be counted and tabulated according to vbether

?they had ine of site protection from the radiation. Teasing of the nev

sprouts as they are surveyed will give method for determining the rate

of emergence of nev sprouts as a function of tine,

Spectral stulies. Using the project spectroradicneter ve will take spectral

?transects of the forest across the irradiated center and running at least

100 meter

 

from the center. The purpose of these transects is to 1dok for

Possible long Aistance raatation effects vbich have not been previously



observed. Qualitative evidence fron @ series of aerial photographe recently

obtained indicates that such iong renge effects might be present although thie

propousl represents the first attempt to oblecttvely measure then.

Armintmin of & transects vill be nade in a transect sertes and at

east two auch series vill be done during the year. Each transect will

start at the radiation center ant ill proceed along one of the cantial

compass directions for at least 100 meters, A complete Light spectrun tn

?the vistble region will be obtained along these transects at 10 to 15 meter

intervals, at the forest floor.

�
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General Ecology

?Tree Growth. The 260 trees which were previously taped with vernler tapes

Wil1 contime to be observed at monthly intervals as in the past.

uenology of higher plants. The higher plant phenology reconis will to

be taken in onter to provide a more reliable record of frutt end flowering

in the forest. The measurenents to be nee monthly ina manner identical

 



to the methods used in previous yeare will be done as follows:

8) Count of frutt and flower fall on grown quadrate for 5

?tree species,

D) Weights of fruit ani flover fall in the leaf fall baskets

©) Counts of fruits ant flower stalks on 50 selected pains

land at 100 basket stations,

Hngeste, Dr. Elizabeth MeMahen (Univ, of North Carolina) will return to

the project during the sumer of 1967 to contime her detatled studies of

temsites in the El Vere area, The objectives of this visit are to cary

Out field studies on the survival of temite nests vhich vere originally

exposed to redistion during the forest irmafiation project, ani to caxsy

out controlled radiation exposures of temites using the FRC Cobalt-60

Field ond leboretory studies to be cerried out are Listed ae follows:

42) Montification and mapping of termtte neste hich have

survived and those vhich have been abandoned during the year

since they were last cbearved.

2) Measurements of the behaviour ani distribution of castes in

surviving nes}

 

3) Messurenent of population vigor in the field es inlexod by

tendency to repair controlled danege to nesta.



4) Measurenent of CO2 metabolion tn irradiated vermus untrradtated

nest

 

�
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5) Attempt to mesure LD50 of various species of temites and

anton Wy nad aystamatic expomures of knew popalations

Dr. MelMahan vill visit the project Zor # minima of 60 days during

?the sumer of 1967. Application has been made to carry out tits project,

under sn Oak Ridge Sumer Research participant grant. If this te not

obtained for any reason the project will provide financial aid in the

fore of e per Aion and travel expenses, with mo salary or consultant

foe inclutea.

Another insect dtveraity inlex sboulA be mpssured in the radiation

center to provide information on changing populations as the center fills

in with vegetation. Tule will be carried out wnler the supervision of Dr.

MoMahim vho WII select a graduate student to cone to Puerto Rico for «

short stay. ?The project vill pay for travel and a anal per dion.



?Too otatent vill sample the insect population in the radiation,

control ant cut centers using aveop nate until at least 1000 iniividuals

Ihave been gathered in each place. Collections will be done at least once

uring daylight hows and once during night tine hours for each center.

he insects vill be separated by species, and the munber of spectés per

 

thousand initvidusls vill be reported ae the insect diversity index.

Wosther Records

?The weather station st HL Verde 1s a temporarily rigged, uncon=

?venttonally dnetgned system vhich was built for the purpote of giving

?8 short tem description of the major weather variables in the area.

�
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Te fuletiied this purpose during the early yours of the project but

Would nov seem to have exhausted its wiefilinese in its present state.

Prinstple objections to the station in its pret



 

#t conittion are related

to data reconiing on Rustrack reconiers which do not pemeit ready retretyal

of large anounte of information, ax lack of personel? epectficelly astgned

to equipment matatenance, calibration,

?Tae operation of a functional reliable weather station 1s of benefit

to our prograns in recovery ant succession, phenology, tree growin trittim

experiments, ant netabolign, In addition the station wi21 provide a long

?term meteorological record in the vicinity of Eastern Puerto Rico and could

Provide the basis for future proposals for research in aicroclinatolegy tn

?the tropical forest.

We therefore propose to create a meteorological data acquisition aysten

by weditying the exteting M1 Verde aysten in the following ways

 

1) Obtain the services of an electronic technician who to

familiar vith meteorologics) equipment and who can eee to

?the constant calftretion and Ainctloning of all apparatus.

2) Obtain at Least the consulting services of a recognized

scientist microclinatologiat who oan recoment ani initiate

investigations relevant to biclogy snd to diffusion problens



in the troptesl forest.

3) Discard Rustrak data recording and convert to digital recording

entirely. Overhaul digital data logging eysten including

replacenent of present nonfunctional and inedequate digital

milLivolt meter. Replace with digital voltmeter and external

amplifier designed for contimous service.

4) Process all data through modern comerctally avatlable computers

?with high speed paper tape reading capabiliti

5) Replace certain Tield sensing equiyment auch as vind oped

ani direction indicators, ani pyranmeters ani restring

Gata and power cables to meet approved atandants of industrial

sarety.
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After the above modificetions have been completed ve will record

?twenty channels of digttal information ae eho in the following table,

VARIABLE CHANEL VARIABLE CHANNELS

?Temperature 3 Soler Radiation L

Rainfall, 2 Optical Density 2



Wind Speed (hot vire) 2 Surface water runof? a

Wind Speed (cup) 2 River Stage reccnd a

Wind dtrection a ?trunk rundown a

Relative Humidity 1 lysimeter vater conductivity 2.

Voltage check a lysimeter water voluze 2

Mie data vill be recone at hourly intervals on a 2h hour par day

schedule, Conputer sumartes including Qtumal variations and averages,

aatly averages, veckly averages ant monthly averages vill be for all data

Vhere appropriate, at six month intervals. he date will te available

to ali project sctentiste ant consultants ant vill be sumartzed in the

fanmual report to ABC.

Costs directly related to the outlined improvement of the station

fare itemized and not incluled 5 Line ites in the overall project budget.

tea Cost

Salaries, Including overhead ani fringe benefits for a technictan,

and feee for programing and consultation, 110,000

Services, stimated 20 hours per year of computer tine at 60

dollars per hour. 1,600

Matertale 500



Total Operation 22,200

?Bquipment (See appendix 3) 8,200
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cMmaStRY oF Tan FOREST

The objectives of the forest chestetry prograx are: 1) Measure the

anouts of fallout radionuclides, the snounts of cormespondling stable

chemical elenente, and the ancurta of possible neutron activation protucta

nov existing in ceveral components of the forest system. 2) Identify for

?the sane elements pathwys of movnents and measure rates of movenents

along these petimys. 3) Generate a tastsble predictive model for the

retention ani movenent of these elonents vithin « rainforest eysten,

Work phases in this section represent a contimied effort with our

Last years proposal. We will contime the vork started in trace elenent

characterization of the rain forest with exphests on thermal neutron

ectivation products in forest nateriais and further exploratory work with

04 shielded neutron activation, and 11°D activations. We propose nev effort

im the trace elacent characterization of miccnseicnal vegetation of the

redtation center. The work concerned with distritution end retention of

fallout radionuclides will continue vith nev effors directed to teland wide

geographical distribution as related to forest type and elevation, The



interforest comparison voxk vill be deompharized although ve vill contime

?to take sunples in the Eifin Forest of #1 Yunque tn order to more fully

characterize biological half lives of melides in this area.

We wil propose major nev effort in our program to evaluate the dynamics

of element movenent in this foreat

 

?This program vill be based as before on

?the use of radioactive tracers sa well as stable element analyate, We have

already installed more than 30 lysineters of the type developed ty Dr. Jontan
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4m the sofls of RL Verde station. Fermtenton bas teen secured to we

?tritium as wll as miclidee of Cs, Sr and othere in experiments, We are

?therefore in a position to propose the menmzenent of both water and elenen~

tal movenent in gots of the area, in addition to further stuites on the

Vehaviour of mclides in plants,

?Trace Rlenent Composition of the Forest

Neutron activation products. We have show in gotle of El Verde and other

pointe in Rierto Rico as well as for solle from Fanta that the primary

?neutron activation products which can be nesqured inetrmentally after the



decay of interfering ?tia and Mn are 50 and 5Pe, hie 12 consistent

with J.B, Khine's previous vorla wide surwye of solla, Tropical soils of

Puerto Rico and Pansna appesr to be relatively depleted in La and Co, Further

work is desirable in the instrmental neutron activation characterization of

plant meteriaie in the tropical forest.

Instrumente neutron activation analysis will be earriet out on at

?east 5 sanplos ench of ashod tree leaves, exiptyLiese scraped from leaves,

?Pre resulting

guma ray opectra vill be used to identity trace elements in these materials

and epiphytic plants to include broneliags, fems, and mo

 

which can be neamured ty this method and to make quantitative detercinations

Where possible.

Cosm Clat Activations. At present 1t is not know vhether plants end soils

have characteristic gama rey opectra vion ixrediated vith neutrons of higher

?than themaal energies. Exploratory reactor irradiations of st least 5 sot)

semples from Puerto Rico and 5 ashed plant eamples will be carried out with

�
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?the samples enclosed in specially designed Cadmium cups. The resulting

gums ray spectra vill be used to identity elements in these materiale and

to make quantitative determinations where posesble.

Further developuent in the technique of using 115) to produce 1h Nev

neutrons ts required. We have designed a Caimium cup viich allows acc

 

of thermal neutrons to a L1D source while at the same tine protecting the

sample within from these neutrons, Further vork is needed to develop

conventont handling snd packaging techniques for Li?D vhich 49 = hazantous

material vhen exposed to the open air. Upon solution of this problen ve

wil carry out irradiations of at least 5 sols amt plants using 14D as a

converter of thermal neutron to fast neutrons. Game rey eruitting redio~

mclides which are produced in these irradiations will be identified and

?meamured quantitatively vhere possible.

Chentatry of Successicnal Vogetation. the vegetation nov invading the

ratiation center te in vigorous state of grovih, This iaplice thet the

nsential mineral mitriente required to support thie grovth are both present

fut chmioally avatiable, In onter to characterized patterns of mineral



putrient uptake 12 « mocessional area aasples of leaned gtaaa vill be

contested from plante tn the ars at the time of the annual mapping aod

ome survey for chemical analysia, the mples vill be analyzed for Ky

Ca, Fe, and Ou ty flew apectrophotonstrie or atonic sbecrbtion analya

Tin omits vill be combined with the blouasa calculations to give stenting

 

state of these elements. Anmual repetition of the curvey and analysis will

reveal patterns of mtrient uptake as conpared vith biomass production, At

east 50 samples of plant naterials will be analysed during the first year

of the project.

�
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Concurrently with the wagstation aalysia soils will be obtained fran

?the aren ant subject to analysis for the sine clenents. ?These elements vill

De determined primarily o aqueous extracts from the solls which are thought

to be Andtces of chenical evailubility. Such extracte may constet of neutral

smmoniun acetate solutions or dilute mineral ucla sclutions. At least 5

Soll soxpleo will be thus analyzed the fizet year of the survey.

Distribution und Retention of Fallout Ralionclides

?Retention Time. Biological retention time for the melides 952r, S4n, and



Moe nave been estinated in the forest at HL Verde. It vas found during «

 

period of exceptionally lov Sellout that the forest plante bind these mclides

Yery tightly and that the najor factor in the decline of rediosctivity vas

?the physical decay of the nuclides themselves. An eatinave for the environ-

mental half iife of 137cs was obtained which indicated that this quantity

vas about nine years for this mclide, The result va not statistically

reliable because of the short tine interval of meagunement ae compared vith

?the apparent long enviromental hal? Life. These mesgurenenta were complicated

ty the fact that the area recetved a fresh input of rediomuelides within 20

ays after the Chinese nucloar tent of May 9, 1966.

We mow Intend vo continse the monthly oampling program at the EL Verde

?station in order to characterized the behaviour and imediate atetribition

of michideu afver a fresh injection. The muelide vhioh Se most readily

Atecemable fron thts injection 18 9 zr-7>m,

�
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The Chinese injection of miclides did not appear to alter the forest

concentrations of 137s or hm, Thus the opportunity still existe to



obtain reliable environmental half life for both muclides, An apparently

?anomalous result vas obteined for hm in cur previous measurements in that

?the enviromental half life was longer than the physical half Life. While

?this te 0 possible result further measurenents are needed to verify ite

reality.

We will contime as before to collect monthly samples fron 5 canopy

and 5 understory trees along vith ssmples of Lotter ant soil, for analysis

Wy gama ray apectronetry. ?The data will be used to provide more reliable

estimates for miclide residence times in the Hl Verie Forest.

Residence Mines; Hifin Forest, Watle ruliomelie levels in the Hifin

forest on East Peak in the lagutllo Mountains are nov finaly established

4m comparison to those at Hl Verde the reason for the difference ie not yet

clear, he date fram past seasurenonts is not yet sufficient relisble

stattotically to determine vhether retention or accumlation are factors in

?thie increased burden,

We vill continue to sample the leaves of two epecies of trees, nossea,

femms and ground litters on a bimonthly basis for st least another year for

gemma rey spectrum analysis. The data for 37¢s ana hn vi21 contime to

be used to estimate environmental half lives for these mucliAes.



tor Moe ana 9%ee-95xb will give sous intention of the immediate tehaviour

The data

 

of fresh injections of radiomelides in this forest.
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Geographical Distribution of Muslides. Preliminary evidence indicates

that there may be a geographice? gradient of radionsclides on the dalant

rumining from 2 high in the east toa low in the west. ?This gradient if

it extate could be caused by effective precipitation ecavanging of the

provadling easterly trate winds ss they strike the Inguillo Mountains of

Rastern Pierto Rico.

In order to contin or reject the presence of these possible gradients

?the vegetation will be sampled on the ialend in a series of adjacent trensects

Which run fron the north to the south coasts. Four such transects will be

done, The first will done on the eastern edge of the {sland in the mountainous

fares. The second will be done parallel to the finst but 30 miles further vest.

 



?he third vill be done 30 miles vest of the second, and the fourth will be

Aone near the west coast in the mountains near Maricao Puerto Rico.

Bach transect vill have 5 sampling locations. These locations will

consist of the northerly

 

level foothilis, the northerly middle montane

region the peak region, the southerly middle nontene region, and the south-

erly sea level footh{lis, At each station 5 to 10 samples of vegetation

Will be taken, These will consist of leaves fron prominant trees of the area,

prominent epiphytes such as ferns mosses, ani bronelinde, leaf Litters, and

semples of surface soil.

?All samples vill be Ariet and counted nonlestructively by gamma

scintillation spectrometry. The complex spectra will be resolved using

our existing computer solution and the resulting data for 95zr-95m, Mice,

13Toa, ana yn wii be plotted over a map of Puerto Rico to illustrate any



aifterences found,

�
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Stromtiun-90 Retention. 4 procedure for the determination of Sr has been

successfully alapted to the analysis of tropical foliage, Samples vhich

were counted nonfestructively for guna eniting miclides have been retained.

We are thus ine position to measure the enviromental half life of %sr in

the EL Verde ani Eifin forest regions. Approximately 100 plant eamplee trom

the collection will be ashed in = fumace and analyzed radicehemteally for

sr. the samples will be selected from various dates over a period from

1964 to 196 trom toth the HL Verte end Elfin forests. ?The results will be

plotted on a semtlogarithmic scale as a function of tine and will be subject

?to regression anslysis in an effort to establish the environmentel half life

for this molide.

Pathways of Movenent Within the Fore

 

racer Biperinent. Plant grovth phases of the tracer experiment described

4m ast years proposal have been completed and the planta groving in the area

have beon harvested, The uptake of nuclides vas alov and mich of the original

conteatnation reusing vhere {t vas placed, The presently barren radioactive

plots offer the opportuntty to study uptake of 134¢9 ana Thi ty successional



vegetation.

The plot aree vill be cleared of surrounding trees to produce @ small

sunlit open area, This aren will be alloved to reestablish plant grovth

naturally. hen 611 plots have ouffictent plant growth, somples will be taken

for radioactive counting. ?The course of mclide uptake vill be folloved by

pertodte sampling for at leest one year or until a reliable description of

uptake patterns has been obtained.

�
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?The radioactive soil in this plot has been subject to natural weather-

ing for more than one year. ?he redionuelide in the soll should now be tn

an equilibrium state, Snall anounte of this soil will be removed from the

  

Plot for latoratoxy stulies, Thei

 

studies will consist of chenical extract=

fons of soils from each of the four plots as follows:

 



1) Replicated extractions of field motet soils fron plote with

Solutions of neutrel normal amontom acetate, ?The soils vill

?be counted before ani after the extraction to determine extract

shitty of Llce ant Stim.

2) Replicatea extractions of sotis from 4 plote with solutions

of dilute mineral acid. Deteminatione vill again be made

by the method of before and after counting.

3) Samples of the field moist sotls will be subject to three

wetting drying cycles and vill then be extracted according

to the method in (1) above to give an indication of the

Fixing power of the sotla for Ce and incidently Ma.

?Tracer Bxperinent 2; Behaviour of Epiphyllese. An area of the Zl Verde forest

hhas been set aside exclusively for lov level tracer experiments involving

eaves and plants, This area has been fenced, varning aigns have been erected,

fant Health Fysics Division approval has been obtained. The ares consist of

approxinstely 500 square fest and vas selected tecmuse of the high abundance

of planta supporting epiphytic grovth.

Epiplyese have been previously implicated in the interception and

retention of ratiomiclides and mineral clenents form air and rain. ?They

have been shown to absorb nuclides rapidly fron solutions in the Ieboratory.

Tt remains unknovn vhether minerals this captured ty these eurface planta



can be transferred to the supporting leat and thereby fora a source of aupply

of

 

ntial mitrients to the higher plants which ts cuteide of the normal

routes involving root uptake and translocation.

�
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The following experizent vill be done to ald in ansvering this question:

2) Marty iowwes of unterstory plante shoving vigoroxe epiphytic

erovth vill be contaminated en the surface, ith nee. feutral

Solutions contsining siorocurie levels of ®°6r and hos,

2) After a brief uptake period the leaves will be rinsed in

Asetiiled water and cut into sections of apgcoximately

?square contineters each.

 

3) Thirty of these sections will te placed on the gurface

of thirty intact groving leaves in the field and hela

in place vith a rubberband. Fifteen of the intact leaves



Will have vigorous epipaytic grovth and fifteen will have

no visible growth. ?The overlays vill renain in position

for 2h hours, ani will then be renoved and discarded.

4) he groving leaves vill be harvested in groupe of ten at

?the end of 3,6 and 10 days after labeling. Five clean

and 5 epiptytic leaves vill be taken in each group. Each

Leaf vill be sectioned into three parte vhich vill consist

of regions below the overlay, the overlay region, ani the

region above the overlay.

5) Hach leaf section will ve countgs on the project single

channel analyzer, first in tho Sr energy region and then

in the 134¢s eneruy region. The complex epectre will be

resolved using dete fron standards counted in the same vey

and the movement of miclides from epiphyliewe into leaves

AL be determines.

BpiplyLleae have been chow: previously to be sccumilators of fallout

FadlonucLides. It has also been show that environmental residence tines

for these mclides 1s long. Tt would soem then thet those plante night be

Sawvolved in the mechanisms watch result in long retention tines, We will

atuty this point in the following experinent:

2) Both eptptyte covered ant clean leaves vill be labeled

th neutral solutions containing carrier free 13! cs ana



using a micropipet to deliver exact volumes to each

eat surface. The solutions will be alloved to eveporate

to dryness. Bach leaf vill be macked for later identification,

2) Laat samples vill be harvested mediately after the Lsotope

solution has Griea to serve as a aet of counting standards.

Other harvests vill be made first 2 veeks after application,

land then at longer intervals until at least 6 harvest covering

fat least one year after application will have been made.

 

�
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3) Toe deat gamplon vill be counted nendentrucysvely tn, the

project single channel analyzer, firet for O5Gr and then

for ?ice, The resulting data will be plotted as a function

of tine for epiptytic ant clean lesves. The results are

expected to show vhether surface retention ie an fuportant

factor in chserved long biological residence tines for fall-

out, and whether epiphytes ere involved in this retention ag

ia now thought.

?racer Byerinont 3; Water novenent in soils en plants. Using one of the

aysineter installations of Dr. Jordan an attempt will be mde to measure

sce aspects of the water balance in the forest. Several water balance



Plots have been constructed in conection with these installstions. Such

4 plot consists of an enclosed section of soil surface of one to 2 square

eters wiich lies directly above one or nore of the lysinaters. the plot

terminates at the edge of a pit on the domhill side and at this termi

As a trough, At each plot is « specially designed raingauge for measuring

under canopy rainfall, Water falling on the plot through sotle te intercepted

Ye the Lysineter end that which runs off Se caught in the terminal trough

and directed to # container vhere it can be measured.

One such installation has been fenced an equiped vith warning signe

for radioactive experiments, Health Piyaies Division approval has been

obtained to use tritiated vater in this area. Under Health Hysios

survetliance ve will apply © inom anount of tritiated water to a know

surface ares above the buried lysineters. Water Sloving from the lysineter

nd the rum off collecter vill be captured st periodic intervals and brought

to the Inboratory for Liquld scintillation counting. ?The resulting date will

Ye used to calculate the proportions of applied vater which ran off the plots

aad the proyortions voich mowed into sotl. This experinent 4s exploratory and

will undoubtedly form the basis for other future experiments which cannot be

rigorously defined at present.

�
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Within the same security area another tritiated vater experinent

AIL be carried out to measure the uptake and translocation of water by

canopy tree. Approximately one curie of tritium vill be ailuted vith

2 Liters of vater and the solution will be applied to the sot at the

dase of the tree. At 2 to 3 hours intervals thereafter leaves will be

harvested fron the tree, placed in plastic bage, anf frozen. The frozen

eaves will be retuned to our PRC laboratory where the unbound waters

WII be renoved by passing © stro: of ary air over the leaws in a heated

chasber and into a stanlart Liquid nitrogen cold trap. The volume of the

condensed vatera will be meusured ond they vill be transferred to e vessel

for Liquid scintillation counting. The specific activity of the waters

extracted from leaves as compared to that of the vaters originally applied

WALL gtve an indfeation of the dilution vith enviromontal water vitch has

Socurred end will enable @ rough calculation of the total water soving into

?the tree per unit tine, The tine of tritium persistence in the tree vill,

enable a rough celewlation of the total water vhich has passed through the

?tree during the interval of measuresent.

Walle tiie experiment is in progress approximately 2h flasks fitted

vith an aluminas pipe and containing Mquld nltrogen will be exposé to the

atmosphere at varying distances from the aite of the experiment. ?The pipes

?121 contense staogpherte vater on their surfaces until the Liquid attrogen has

oan ccupletely evaporated viereupon the pipes vill warm ant alloy the



condensed vater to flov into the flasks, ?These ware developed ty the Health

Riysice Division to moniter safety eszects of the experinent. iy placing

then {na aystenstic grid around the experizent the may yield sone information

on the diffusion patterns of vater in the atmosphere of the forest.

�
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Tracer Experiment bj Radionuclide Movement in Sotle. Water balance plots

Which include lysimeters at various depths in the soll and vater runoff

collectors have been prepared for raAiomiclide experizents. In one such

Plot millicurte levels of toth !34¢s ana 85sr will be applied: to the soil

surface in a carrier free aqueous solution. At weekly intervals thereafter

?the total volune of input water, the volume of lysineter waters, ant the

volume of runoff water will be measured. Composite subsamples from lysineters

ft the sane depths will be taken for gama ray counting. Samples for counting

WiLL be taken at first at weekly intervals until patterns of nuclide movement

 

?have been established. After evaluation of these pattems we miy find it

feapibie to count monthly composites of the water. This plot will be

monitered for at least one year after the application of miclides, at which



?tise © deciaton ¥i11 be mate of whether or not {t should be continued. It

in expected that this plot will shov the relative proportions of nuclides

moving throwh soile, anf the proportions of miclides which have been

Ammobilized ty sotl chemical reactions.

Iysineters Eqerinents; Ton ani Vater Novenent in Sofie. Approximately 36

yaineters have been installed in vartous oils of the EL Verde eres. These

seas include vell drained soils, poorly areined sctla, sole on ridge tops

od sotls on hillsides, Most installations have been made at a depth of 5

Aches, nd each location has been replicated in quadruplicate, At each

Iooation a specially designed raingauge vhich is two inches vide by 5 feet

?long Se set up to give an integrated measure of rainfall penetrating the

canopy.
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These inetallations vill be used to obtain at least one year of vater

Dalance records under the indicated variations of sof drainage coniitions.

?These reconts consist of veckly recording of the under canopy rainfall at

each site and veekly recording of volumes of lysineter collected water.

Veing performance data tron the tritiun experiment an effective collection

area for the lysizetera vill be calculated, and this vill enable the

caloulation percolating wtere through the various soll. ?the aitterence

Detween volumes per unit area of percolating waters and total input will



be ascribed to rmoff snd evayotranspiretion. At sone later date vben

nore experience hes been guined in the construction and reliability of

runoff plots we expect to be uble to propose the measurement of evapo-

transpiration by difference vbon all of the mass flow variables are measured

atrectiy.

�
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NETROGEN FLXATTON

Te 48 of key importance to the general uiderstending of mineral

cycling in the tropical forest to have specitic information on the pos-

sibly unique nitrogen cycles. There aze two reasons for tht:

 

2) There

no significant geochemical source of biologically available nitrogen

2) Maviromental conditions favor the rapid nitrification of biologically

Feleased nitrogen which may then be rapidly lost from the ecosyeten due to

ite antonte chemical form and to the high rainfall of the area, Nitrogen

which 1s lost in large quantities mist be replaced in like quantities from



any of several sources if the forest ie to maintain {ts steaiy state. Foe

stble sources of nitrogen include symbiotie fixation, non symbiotic fixation,

eptptylese, and lightning strokes.

Banisten (Univ. of Ga.) has previously exanined root odules of eg

tmuncus plants of the area and fount then to be appareatiy active and

enriched in nitrogen content. Wo will initiate a prelininary study in

cooperation vith Dr. Bintston to determine the possible roll of eptphyless

in the nitrogen cycles and fixation mechantona in the forest. Dr. Bintsten

Will make at lesst three tripa to the EL Verde forest for the purpose of on

site etudy of epiptyleas and for specimen collections. The specimens wiiL

de retumed to Dr, Biutsten's laboratory where attenpts will be made to

culture the leaf surface organtens tn artificial media, Ongantses vhich

fare successfully cultured vill be exanined for nitrogen fixing capability.

Mitrogen vill be measured in epiplylese ant leaves to determine any exteting

patterns of relative nitrogen enrichoent,
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The Project will provide costa of transportation and per diem for

Dr, Rimtaten, tut will not provide « consultant fee, Oulturing and enalysta

of samples vill be carried on primarily a graduate student projects under

Dr, Bintaten's supervision at no cost to the project. Data resulting fran

?hte etuty WiLL be equally available to the University of Georgia, and mC

for use in annual reports ant progress reporte, Any resulting open Literature



Publications will be under joint authorship fran?both institutions.

?BIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS

One of the stated primary objectives of the Terrestrial Hoology Project

4s to stuty those aapecte of biologteai function tn the rain foremt which

coula give theoretical interpretation ani perspective to much of the empirical

ata aizeady collected in the areas of mineral cycling ent rallation recovery.

Tits renaine an ?aportant one and in an area of research vich could provide

4 miifying Sreework within vhich el2 other proJect activities are carried

lout, Because of statt chligations in the areas of mineral cycling and

rallation recovery hovever we are unable to make major research proposals 4a

th area of energy cizcultry ant biclogical fimction, The stultes-xhteh we

intend to cary out are restricted to thous which require « mintsan of ma-

over and expente and are Listed ae follove:

2) Respiration aod Mhotowathests wilt be meamured on tnityidua

saves of platta Z1liiag the radiation censor? Inia will be

done on a fev of the anjor spect

SE Sareea Beat oat eee: ee

Anfepentent check on the proposed direct method to determine

?the reliability of this method, Eleevhere in this proposal



 

�
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we indicate that H.7. Ofm will make 4 consultant vette

to the project during the year. We expect to have his

consultantship and participation in the metabolism work.

2) As indicated in the section of dust experiments we vill

measure the netebolion of individual plants 1n the root

covering experiment wlong vith controle to determine

Vhether covering the roots haz any detectable metabolic

effect.

3) The metabolism apparatus vill be carried to the Elfin

forest on El Yunque vhere netabolim vill be measured

om several plants including tree leaves, ferns, ani mosses.

These wessurenents vill provide the firet indices of the

Gifferences in energy utilization between this torent

and the one at El Verde.

4) As time ant resources permit we will contime performance

testing of the giant cylinder snd attenpt.to cbtain usable? neeptration

and photosynthesis data,

?The performance toste of the cylinder will consist of the attempt

to measure recovery of controlled metered releases of pure COz in the

middle of the cylinder, while the fan te runing, ?These releases vill. be

made from ground level and at 20 foot incresents up the tover until the



final release is made above the forest canopy. ?The data vill indicate

levels in viich losses of metabolic gasses are occurring out the top of

?the cylinder and should provide a correction factor which can be applied

 

to ail previous dete taken from the cylinder and allow a rigorous ealeulation

of the metabolic activity within.

Concurrently with the performance tests the cylinder vill be run

for at least one day snd night without Coz releases in sn attempt to measure

?the natural metabolic processes.
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?EFFEC? OF SURFACE DUST ON TROPICAL PLANTS

Consistent ith the previous years project proposal we have investi-

gated in sone snall scale experimenta the effects of dust contamination in

?the tropical forest. The purely mechanical experizents show Little of

Amterest at least on the mall scale experimental level end have been

Aiscontimed, In the biological effects experiments hovever preliminary

results suggest that there may definite detrinental results from relatively

?emall inpute of soil. When the voll of bromeliads were closed by sal).



applications of goll prelininary data show that the rate of nev leaf

profuction may have been slowed. Pale with ein(ler treatuent have thus

far remained uneffected. Metaboliam and photomyntin

 

8 of sotl covered

leaves io variable. In come cases ve have seen apparent increases in neta-

olan by as much as ten percent. In others a decrease of the same magnatuie

?vas fount.

Me most interesting experiment involves covering the surface roots

of plants in this forest vith so{l, In thte plot we have clearly produced

accelerated 1saf fall and doath of sone small trees ty covering the roots

with six inches of soll. The effects hovewer are chronic rather than acute

and the plot should be observed for « considerably longer tine, to establish

the effects relisbly,

The exploratory experinents do not Justify an attenpt at this tine to

carry out a major forest prism contamination experiment. While such an

experiment may becone desirable in the future more data from the small scale

experinents is needed to denonstrate the need.
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»

a)

3)

4)

We w111 continue the amall scale expertnente as follove:

Bromeliads: The soil treated bromeliads will be observed monthly

along vith their matched control plants for the production of new

Leaves ani for the death of old leaves.

Palms: The goil treated palms will contime to be observed monthly

for leat production, stem grovth, and leaf death. The sane measure-

ments will be made also on the matched control plants,

Metabolion: Respiration and photosynthesis will contimue to be measured

fon soil covered leaves until @ relisble effect has been demonstrated or

?until 1t nas been shown that such treatuent has no effect.

Sotl plota: The soil covered plot will be observed monthly along with



matched control plants and the folloving variables vill be measured on

ai plants, 1) stem grovth, 2) leaf fall, 3) leaves on ground, 4)

Aeath of planta, ?he soil covering will also be checked periodically

to determine whether there is any tenency for the plants to send their

nev roots back to the gurface, If tine and manpower pemait we will

atteupt to make metabolion measurenente on the plants in the plot as

compared vith the control plants.
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[NORTH CAROLINA PARTICIPATION

In sddition to the consultant services of 1.7, Odum of the

University of North Carolina the Project will contimue to partictpate

in the completion of a project being carried out by his in North Carolina,

 

?This is the publication of the bock A Tropical Rainfores

?The principle project support required for the book publication

involves secretarial services for final manuscript preparation. The

project will provide a secretary for thia purpose to be employod at the

University of North Carolina for 6 montha, atarting July 1, 1967. Tats



4s arranged as in the previous yoar by purchase orler to the University

for the amount of actual salary vith no overhead charges incluied. The

eervices section of the budget inclutes an item for $2,h00 for this

purpose.
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Present the station contimies to be fully utilized for project activitt

38

?L VERDE FIELD STATION

he physical facilities of the EL Verde field station have been

Aescribed in sone detail in previous proposals ani annual reports, At

 

?This utilisation includes, data recording in the Project instument roca,

drying ond grinding of f1el4 spectnen for chomioal end radiochenical analyses,

?final preparation and aijustuent of Sield apparatus, preparation of lov

radioactivity specinens from tracer experiments for counting, counting of

?such epecinens, housing for project herbariut, housing of project insect

collections and office space for project personnel.



Bxperience from several years of operation of the Field site now

shows that such operation corresponds to s bazarious industrial situation.

In omer to continue operating the site it will be nect

 

sary to make invest~

ents leading to improve safety in the area,

In particular, the site electrical system mst be completely re-

evaluated and rebuilt or else sbantoned. There nov existe 110 volts

 

power cables lying haphazardiy on the grount. ?hese have been in place

for more then three years ant could deliver @ lethal electric shock to any

person inadvertently touching then. Cables mist be replaced vhere necessary,

?they must be encased in approved conduit, and the entize aysten must be

Provided with appropriate electrical safety devices to mininize shock bazant.

Rebuilding of this systen vill take place under the closest supervision of

FHMC Health Rynice Division. Busting tretle must be rebuilt with concrete

?steps and cable hand rails installed at particularly steep portions; the

�
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?tral to the upper parking lot which ts frequently used for offietal

visitor access must be completely gravelled vith stepe and bani rete

Anstaled in hazartous regions, ?the upper river crossing must be rebuilt.

Fences, gates ant signo must te installed to exclude uncffistal project

Visttore and tourists from the research area. Guanis must be erected

ferount the giant cylinter fan and engine.

The cost of operating the NL Vorde Station including installation

Of required safety provisions 1s detatled ae follows.

Item Cost

 

Liman year for maintenance, driving, ant

special safety provisions, including over

head and fringe benefite. 6,000

Services. Vebtele 500

Power 4,200

Materials. Gravel, vire, fencing, cable, coment, for

routine snd special sufaty applications. 1,000



Total 11,700
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CESTIM SOURCE; A PRELIGHARY PROPOSAL,

Definite plans have not yet been formated for future use of the

og aource, Poasibilities for its use as detailed in previous propodnle

Anetule. 1) Loan to Canada for Chali River apruce forest irvaZintion, 2)

Reef irradistion, 3) Elfin forest irradiation, Aiternntive (1) 1s no longer

being considered vhtle (2) and (3) are still possibilities,

A fourth and highly feasible pessinility {2 nov presented. Ag was

 

suggested ty Dr. Hovard Andrews (Azsietant Director fer Hoalth Phystes

RIC) the source could be placed in the cent

 

wr of the giant cylinder for an

anticipated short term irradiation with the objective of measuring the effects



of Arradiation on photoaynthes

 

» respiration ond transpiration. Under this

plan 1t would not be necessuy to irredtate until lethal effects decane

visible in the plants, Isratiation until darinite patterns of alteration

in these biologice2 mctions had been eatablished would be sufficient.

At least one year lead tine would be require? before this experiment

could be carried out. ?this tine {e requized to establish patterns of variation

of these finctions in the undisturted forest, and to do further reliability

fant perfomance testing of the giant cylinder Stuelf with the hope of inprov=

ng tte performance or establishing correction factors for the knom att

oases vite occur. Final dectafon to do the radiation experiment would

be deferred untii project setentiste vere confident that the giant oylinter

vas functioning properly.

The experiment as outlined seens attractive for several reasons.

1) Tt would be the first attempt to measure the effects of radiation on

 



�
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Bological functions at the ayaten level in the troptes. 2) Tt could be

carried out on the existing project site vith many of the facilities and

staff involved with the first radiation experiment still intact, 3) It

could be done at less total cost than any of the other alternatives ao far

Atecussea.

The proposed experinent could be carried out unter Terrestrial Boology

Administration, ?Extensive ecological surveys carried out pric to the frst

radiation expertsent vould not be required ond the proposed experiment could

?be handled internally vith the addition of one professional level investigator

and one or tvo field vorkers to the staff. Outside consultant's would be

required only for special mossurenents euch as dosinetry.

The experinent could be done vithout Joopariizing other project

?progrens in ninerel cycling or radiation recovery since the source may be

exposed only 2 to 3 weeks. Wile the exyertnent vould result in irradiation

of the first radiation center the effects vould be slight since no effects

?were found in the giant cylinder aite from the fret exposure and since the

proposed exposure is for only 1/3 the duration of the firet.



This te not a funding proposal for thie experiment. This outline

4s offered as a basis for future informal @igeussion only. In the event

?these discussions lead to @ decision to do the experinent a formal propeal,

AML be submitted,

�
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6) SCLEMTIFIC PERSOMTEL

2) Jey R, Mine, M.D. Chief Scientist I and Director, Terrestrial

2) cart F.

3) George

Ecology Project. Experience in plant-soil relationships in

agriculture crops; radiochonfcai an} instrumental investigations

of thermal neutron irradiated scils end planta; investigations

of fallout radionuclides in the enviroment utilizing gama-rey

spectrometry and raiicchenical separations, Formal training in

Soll Chemistry ani Analytical Chemistry. Full ine.

Jortan, Ph.D. Associate Seientiat I, Terrestrial Beclogy

Project. Experience ani formal training in Plant Eeology

fan Soil Science. Previous vork an publication in effects

of fire on old field vegetation in lew Jersey, Developer



of simple lysineter systex for the measurement of water and

fon flux through sotl profiles. Full Tine.

5. Dremy, MS (Ph.D pending 1967). Associate Sctentiet I,

Terrestrial Ecology Project. Experience ani formal training

in biology and roology with? special interest in animal

Behaviour, Previous vork and publications on behaviour of

?flakes and sural behaviour of Puerto Rican Coqui, Self

taught electrontes expert with eircult design capsbility.

Pu Tine.

�
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7) OME PERSONNEL

Henri Watson. Research Assotiate I. Project Field Hotanist. Present

tus doubtful due to serious injury on Project. If recovery

pernits 1s employable despite possible physical hanticey

ue to spectalized botanical knowledge.

  

 



 

Hse $time

Teigon Yercado Buxgoa Ras. Assistant IZ 004

Hipiia Rivera Santiago "

?AieJo atreda Pinto .

eine Rule Reyes *

Charles Rober? Venator (Grea) Fd

?eel Rossy 00h

Giiterto Cinteéa 258

faa Josefina Correa 1004

Hida Rosa Bocobales oof

Noieés Purriiia Sosarto 00%

Suan Martine: Yatgonet Field Worker in Terrestrial

Boology I oof

Derotes Martines dares Field Worker in Terrestrial

Booiogy T 2004

TA) Project Viattora

"mo Project makes lees wie of technical consultants than tn. the

lst due to the fact that our inéressingly detatlet studies cannot be

exploited effectively by these persons in short tom tripe, ?These are



hovever certain arcas where consultant relationships are advantageous.

Consuitant contracts vill be entered into with the following persons to

enable then to mike site visite.

�
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Dr. Howard 7. Cius. Professor of Beology. University of

North Carolina, Chapel Hl, Site visite to permit

organization of Rainforest took publication and to

serve as consultant in netabolien and energy budget

Dr. Hitzabeth Newnan. Aesocinte Profeceor. Untveratty of

Worth Carolina, Chapel Hill. Sumer vielt for detailed

stuly of temite populations ami behaviour in radiation

center ani for experisentel deteraination of radio-

sensitivity of termites.

Dr. Joe Bintsten. Associste Profeeccr. Untveraity of

Geqgia. Initiation of preliminary studfes on

possible role of epiphylese in nitrogen fixation.

8) OTMER FWNCTAL ASSISTANCE

The project 1s ontinartlly funded gibtnely tron the single ABC grant.

During the past iscsi year an appropriation of $10,000 vas received through

AB channels from Battelle Yencrial Institute to permit fallout radiomclide



stuttes in Panana ani various on site experinenta in Puerto Rico, Project

obligations resulting fron this appropriation were Sully atachanged by the

snutmiseion to Eattello of two pregresa reporte covering the work performed.

No wintlar arrangement has deen nogotinted Sor the fortheaning fecal year.

Moo project in subsidized to a certain extent by the partictyation of

consulting scientists since it does not usually cover the full cost of resoarch

performed. In the usual arrungasont the project covers the coste of traneper-

?tation and s nominal per dien for the partictpant vitle the hone: institution

contimes to pay hte salary ext conts of contimed effort relating to the

ressarch outside of Puerto Rico.

�
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9) PRRGSES, FACILITIES, BQUIMGRT, AKD MATERIALS

?30 BE FURNISHED BY CONTRACTOR

?The min factlity, the forest urea and the El Verde field station,

 

including a house for visiting personnel are fumtshed through a 5 year

 



interegency agreement between the U.S. Depariaent of Agriculture adaint

tering the Luguillo forest area and the Atonte Buerey Comfasion. Another

residence house, Cionaga Alte house, 5 miles fron the El Verde station ant

also on Rt, 186 is avatlable by an interagency agreenant between FRIC and

U.S, Dept. of Agriculture. The Institute of Tropical Forestry furntshes

2 room in Rio Pledres and Jom of sone epectalized equtyment. Sane

utilities of Foresizy Building are pala by FRIC.

A laboratory building, 600 aquare feet, at FL Verde; an office and

?two laboratory rooms in the Biomedical Building at Rio Piedras; ant

considerable oguiyment previously bought on this project are fumtshed

acconting to the provielons of the general opersting contract between, ABC

fant the University of Puerto Rico for the Puerto Rico Nuclear Center.

�
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20) BncEr

Salaries (Itemized in Appendix A)

 

?revel

Materiel end Supplies



Services

Overhead (654 of Salaries)

?Total Operating cost

Bqutgmant (Itemized in Appeniiix B)

?Total Project Cost

98,000

5,000

10,000

21,000

0,000

184,00

112,000

196,000

rr

100,600

6,000

312,900



28,000

60,000

193,000

30,000

203,000

�
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Salary Budget

2) Gatartes

Jerzy R, Wine, Chief Sctenttat T

$1,250/u0, full. tine

Carl F, Jontan, Associate Sctentist T

$916.66/a0, full tine

George 2, Drewy, Associate Scientist T

$791.66/mo, full tine

 

Henri W. Watson, Res. Associate I

$566.66/m0, ful tine



Yelson Merealo Burgos, Ree. Assist. IT

$416.66/mo, 012 tine

Atomic Absorbtion Analyst, Pull tine

Charies R. Venator, Res. Assist. T

?$275.00/n0, 50% time, graduated stulant

Estrada Pinto, Res. Assist. T

302, 50/mo, full time

Eipidie River Santiago, Res. Assist. T

$302.50/mo, full time

Hilda Hoon Bocobaies, Res. Assist. I

$230.00/mo, full time

Sete Role Reyes, Ras. Assist. I.

$250.00/n0, full tine

Gttberte Cinteén Valero, Res, Tecknteten

$2.75 /te. Aoprox. $1h0.00/z0, Grad.

?eel Roary, Res. Techntotan

$300.00/n0, uli tine



?oa Josefina Correa Lépex, Adm. Secretary IZ

$302.50/m0, full time

T

35,000

31,000

94500

6,800

5,000

5,300

2,200

3,630

3,630

2,760

3,000

2,680

3,600

3,630

�
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Moisés Porrilia Rosario, Maint, Foreman



'$300.00/mo, full tine

Juan Martinez Maisonet, lela Yorker

$208.33 /n0, full tine

Doroteo Martinez Garc{a, Feld Yorker

$208.33 /mo, ull time

?Total Salaries

Fringe Benefits (9.36)

Lump sum for rats

?Total

 

) ad oumer assistant

3,600

2,500

2,500

85,230

1,870

4,900

98,000

�
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Appendix B

euzent

|| tet watts 0

Pu amiciee 00

| (3 Peer suppties 450

| mpiy Rrenontar tum

i

rho

ww

 

Laboratory Shaker

Combustion Furnace

Hollow Cathode Lamps (5)

Conductivity Cetis (5)

 

?Twenty five liter Dewers for liquid W (2) 250

vo ter Ban MLLa 300



(citaey cutting ~~ 505~

Barnatend Sti11 for distilied water 206

?Total 12,000
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22) AVIEEWTICATTON
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Signature Title
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